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Fig. SI-1 The cross-sectional SEM image of the as-annealed PS-\textit{b}-P4VP thin film.

Fig. SI-2 TEM image of Au nanoparticle film prepared by heating the cluster-like array film (shown in Figure 1) at 200 °C in N\textsubscript{2} atmosphere for 30 min.
Fig.SI-3 SERS spectra of $10^{-5}$ M R6G methanol solution collected by the Au cluster-like array film (shown in Figure 1) and Au nanoparticle film prepared by heating the corresponding cluster-like array film at 200 °C in N$_2$ atmosphere for 30 min.

Fig.SI-4 SEM image of Au nanoparticle clusters prepared with PS-b-P4VP spherical micelle template.
**Fig.SI-5** SERS spectra of $10^{-5}$ M R6G methanol solution collected by the Au cluster-like array film (shown in Figure 1) and Au nanocluster film prepared with spherical micelle template.